
Hand Dryers:  How Do They Compare to Paper Towels?

Summary:

Paper towels are costly.  The cheapest multifold towels I could find online were $26 for a 
box of 4,000.  This equals $0.01625 cents per hand drying (if the average paper-towel 
usage per hand drying equals 2.5 towels).  This number does not account for the hidden 
cost of disposal, which would increase the cost per box.  This amount may not sound 
excessive, but when compared to hand dryers over the course of many years, this 
expense adds up rapidly.

After sifting through a variety of hand dryer options, I settled on the Airforce, by World 
Dryer, for the reasons listed below.  At an assumed energy cost of $0.14/kWh, this 
particular model uses $0.0005133333 cents of energy per hand drying.  This is 31 times 
less per hand drying than the above paper towels.  This means that each box of paper 
towels would have to cost less than $1 to match the cost per hand drying of hand dryers,
after the payback cycle.  Compared to hand dryers of old, the Airforce is exceptionally 
efficient.  

If the university opts to switch to this hand dryer, we can expect to receive a yearly 
savings of $1,300 for the first year, and $1,700 for all subsequent years per unit, over its 
lifespan, in relatively high-traffic areas (for an average of 300 hand dryings per day).  
The savings always increase as the number of hand dryings per day increases.

Over a 10 year span, if the university switches 500 paper towel dispensers with hand 
dryers, we would save at least $495,000 and could save as much as $14.1 million, 
depending on the frequency of use.  These numbers assume a cost per hand dryer of 
$355, a minimum of 25 uses per day and a maximum of 500 per day, a cost of 
installation of $80 per unit, and energy that costs $0.14/kWh, which is significantly higher
than a large institution like the university would pay.  

Also, the university could most likely receive a significant bulk-purchase discount on the 
units themselves directly from the manufacturer, perhaps reducing the initial costs by as 
much as $100 per hand dryer.  As well, the university may qualify for free shipping, 
shrinking the price per hand dryer by an additional $10.

In other words, these calculations output conservative savings.  Clearly, hand dryers 
make economic sense.

Finally, on the whole, hand dryers generate far less waste, require considerably less 
maintenance, emit less carbon during their lifecycle, and consume far fewer resources 
than paper towels.

For additional detail, particularly on pricing, please read on.

Airforce by World Dryer:



Starting at $355 per white unit.  $375 for a chrome unit.

Reasons why this particular product outpaces the competition:

Airforce hand dryers claim to dry one’s hands in 12 seconds, pull the least amount of 
energy (1100 watts, or about 27% less than the Xlerator’s 1500 watts, and 26% less 
than the Blast’s 1450 watts), and cost the least per unit.  They are the quietest at 83 dB 
(decibels).  Furthermore, this model introduces antimicrobial tech, which “drastically 
reduces the spread of harmful bacteria, mold and fungi.”

Source:

http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=8

To determine as soon as possible:

Most Important Questions:  

- On average, how much does the U of A pay per box for each type of paper 
towels?

- How many, and what, varieties of paper towels does the university use?
- How many individual serviettes come in each box of paper towels?  
- How many cases of paper towels does the university go through per year?  

o What is the overall ratio of paper towel types (i.e. 60% multifold to 
40% roll, etc.)?

- How many paper towel dispensers does the university currently have to 
continuously restock?  

- Does the university pay shipping for paper towels?
- How much does the university pay per kWh for electricity?
- What challenges would the process of installing hand dryers in the 

university’s facilities present?

If we learn these answers, and the estimated cost of labor for installation, we can 
calculate the U of A’s precise savings!

The Value Breakdown:

Cost of entry:  $182,500 ($355 per white unit x 500 total units; total includes shipping of 
$5000) for 500 white Airforce hand dryers purchased through the link provided above (at
$355 apiece).

Let’s say that one box of 4,000 paper towels costs $26 (shipping not included in these 
calculations, which, if considered, would increase the amount of savings calculated) 
(http://www.restockit.com/Multifold-Paper-Towels.html).  To match the price of 
purchasing 500 white Airforce units, one would have to purchase 7020 boxes of paper 
towels ($182,500 for all the hand drying units / $26 for one box of towels).  This amount 
would yield 14.04 boxes (7,020 boxes / 500 units) per towel dispenser, or 56,160 (4,000 
paper towels per box x 7,020 boxes / 500 units) paper towels per unit.  If people used 

http://www.restockit.com/Multifold-Paper-Towels.html
http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=8


these towels at a rate of 2.5 per hand drying (the studied average), this would yield 
22,464 hand dryings.  (To determine the following, take 22,464 hand dryings / # of hand 
dryings per day)

- At a rate of 500 per day, this would yield 44.928 days worth of hand dryings.
- At a rate of 300 per day, this would yield 74.88 days worth of hand dryings.  
- At a rate of 100 per day, 224.64 days worth of hand dryings.  
- At a rate of 25 per day, 898.56 days worth of hand dryings, or 2.46 years.

Note: These numbers can also be considered the “payback cycle,” or the amount of 
time required to break even on the investment in hand dryers, before considering labor 
and electricity costs (inserted later).

Note:  Given that a box of 4,000 paper towels costs $26, that the hand drying unit costs 
$355, and that the unit has a 5-year warranty, as long as the number of hand dryings 
exceeds 13 per day, a hand dryer will pay for itself—compared to paper towels—and 
provide a savings over the lifetime of its warranty.  This equates to, on average, 32.5 (13
x 2.5) paper towels used per day.  In other words, if more than 32.5 paper towels are 
used per day in a given unit, switching this unit to a hand dryer will save money.

Note:  These calculations will work for any number of hand drying units, not just 500; 
given the average number of uses per day, the “payback cycle” does not change 
significantly.  For example, if the U of A were to purchase 20 hand drying units, if these 
were still used at a rate of 300 per day, they would have a payback cycle of nearly 74.88
days:

- Twenty hand dryers cost $7100 total.
- One would have to buy 274 boxes of hand towels to match this price.
- This many boxes yields, per hand drying unit, 54,800 hand towels.
- Used at a rate of 2.5, this many towels yields 21,920 hand dryings.

At 300 per day, this would yield 73.0667 days worth of hand dryings.  In this case, the 
payback cycle actually decreased, meaning savings would start slightly sooner.

Energy Usage Tabulation:

1. Each Airforce unit pulls 1100 watts, or 1.1 kW.  
2. Each Airforce unit has a 12-second drying cycle.
3. 1.1 kW x 1.0 hours = 1.1 kWh.
4. 3600 seconds per hour / 12 seconds per cycle = 300 cycles per hour.
5. Consequently, an Airforce uses 1.1 kWh per 300 cycles.
6. Running an Airforce unit costs $0.154 (1.1 kWh x $0.14/kWh) per hour of 

operation. 
7. If we divide $0.154 by 300 cycles, we reveal that each cycle costs 

$0.0005133333 (5.13 x 10-4).

Note:  The number of cycles per year is included for each section for ease of cross-
checking these calculations.

---------------



# of cycles per year for 500 cycles per day (500 x 365 days/yr):  182,500

If the hand dryer is used 500 times per day, then it will use 1.833 kWh per day.
- 365 days per year x 1.833 kWh per day = 669.045 kWh used per year.
- At a rate of 0.14 cents per kWh, one unit would cost $93.67 per year to operate.
- Extended to 500 units ($93.67 x 500), we reach $46,835 per year for operation.
- Stretched over the course of 5 years ($46,835 x 5), we hit $234,175.

---------------

# of cycles per year for 300 cycles per day (300 x 365 days/yr):  109,500

If the hand dryer is used 300 times per day, then it will use 1.1 kWh per day.
- 365 days per year x 1.1 kWh used per day = 401.5 kWh used per year.
- At a rate of 0.14 cents per kWh, one unit would cost $56.21 per year to operate.
- Extended to 500 units ($56.21 x 500), we reach $28,105 per year for operation.
- Stretched over the course of 5 years ($28,105 x 5), we hit $140,525.

---------------

# of cycles per year for 100 cycles per day (100 x 365 days/yr):  36,500

If the hand dryer is used 100 times per day, then it will use 0.367 kWh per day.
- 365 days per year x 0.367 kWh per day = 133.955 kWh used per year.
- At a rate of 0.14 cents per kWh, one unit would cost $18.75 per year to operate.
- Extended to 500 units ($18.75 x 500), we reach $9,375 per year for operation.
- Stretched over the course of 5 years ($9,375 x 5), we hit $46,875.

---------------

# of cycles per year for 25 cycles per day (25 x 365 days/yr):  9,125

If the hand dryer is used 25 times per day, then it will use 0.0916667 kWh per day.
- 365 days per year x 0.0916667 kWh per day = 33.458 kWh used per year.
- At a rate of 0.14 cents per kWh, one unit would cost $4.68 per year to operate.
- Extended to 500 units ($4.68 x 500), we reach $2,340 per year for operation.
- Stretched over the course of 5 years ($2,340 x 5), we hit $11,700.

Hypothetical Labor Cost:

- Let’s say the person, or people, doing the installation make(s) $20/hr.  
- Let’s also say it takes 4 hours to install one hand dryer.  
- To install 500 hand dryers, it would take 2000 hours of labor.  
- This would cost (2000 x 500) $40,000.00.

Note:  Far below, beyond the cost-savings section, you can find a short description 
detailing the ease with which one savvy in the way of electricity can install such a hand 
dryer; very likely, this estimate is excessive.



Note:  The following calculations will not affect the imminent outcome of these numbers,
but they will prove useful once concrete values are determined.  

Given the installation of 500 hand dryers,

- For each dollar per hour more the installer requires to perform the 
installations, one can add $2,000 (2000 hours of labor x $1 more per hour) to the
overall labor cost.

o This function also works in the opposite direction; for each $1 per 
hour subtracted, the labor cost will decrease by $2000.

Given a labor cost of $20/hr,

- For each hand dryer added to the overall number, labor costs will rise by $80 
($20/hr to pay the installer x 4 hours to install the unit).

o As the previous, this also works in reverse.

If the situation differs,

- If both the dollar amount and the number of hand dryers to be installed differ
from this hypothetical model, perform the first string of calculations before 
applying any of the aforementioned strategies.

Preliminary labor conclusion:  Clearly, the amount the installer(s) earn(s) per hour 
most significantly influences the overall labor costs.  Minimizing this would be in the 
university’s best interest, though labor costs’ overall impact on the savings hand dryers 
offer is relatively minor (as will be demonstrated below).

Overall Savings for 5 years:

Savings calculation at 500 per day rate: (descriptive version)

If people used hand towels at a rate of 500 per day, it would cost $182,500 to stock 500 
towel dispensers for 44.928 days.  There are 1825 days in 5 years, the warranty period 
for Airforce hand dryers.  If hand dryers were installed, the savings would start after the 
mentioned period, which means we would have 1780.072 (1825 days in 5 years minus 
44.928 days) days of savings over the lifetime of their warranty (and it’s doubtful they 
would fail at that precise moment, so this is a conservative calculation).  There are 
39.620548 cycles of 44.928 days in 1780.072 days.  Total savings during this period, 
before factoring in electricity and hypothetical labor cost, would equal ($182,500 x 
39.620548) $7,230,750.01.  Subtract labor ($40,000) and electricity ($234,175) from this 
value.  We determine the following:

Total Savings = $6,956,575.01.

---------------

Savings calculation at 300 per day rate:
- Hand towel cost, excluding shipping, when used at a rate of 300 per day:  



$182,500 for 74.88 days worth of hand dryings
- 1825 days in 5 years
- 1750.12 days of savings over the lifetime of the hand dryers’ warranty
- 23.372 cycles of 74.88 days in 1750.12 days.
- Total Savings during this period, before factoring in electricity and hypothetical 

labor cost, ($182,500 x 23.372) = $4,265,390.
- Subtract labor ($40,000) and electricity ($140,525)
- Total Savings = $4,084,865.00

---------------

Savings calculation at 100 per day rate:
- Hand towel cost, excluding shipping, when used at a rate of 100 per day:  

$182,500 for 224.64 days worth of hand dryings
- 1825 days in 5 years
- 1600.36 days of savings over the lifetime of the hand dryers’ warranty
- 7.124 cycles of 224.64 days in 1600.36 days.
- Total savings during this period, before factoring in electricity and hypothetical 

labor cost, ($182,500 x 7.124) = $1,300,130
- Subtract labor ($40,000) and electricity ($46,875)
- Total Savings = $1,213,255.00

---------------

Savings calculation at 25 per day rate:
- Hand towel cost, excluding shipping, when used at a rate of 25 per day:  

$182,500 for 898.56 days worth of hand dryings
- 1825 days in 5 years
- 926.44 days of savings over the lifetime of the hand dryers’ warranty
- 1.031 cycles of 898.56 days in 926.44 days.
- Total Savings during this period, before factoring in electricity and hypothetical 

labor cost, ($182,500 x 1.031) = $188,157.50
- Subtract labor ($40,000) and electricity ($11,700)
- Total Savings = $136,457.50

Note:  one can follow this string of calculations to determine the relative value of this, or 
any, hand dryer compared to paper towels.

Extrapolations into the future:

Reminder/clarification:  a “cycle,” as used immediately following, refers to the amount 
of time, given the amount of paper towel uses per day, it would take for the cost of paper
towel refills to match the initial cost of the hand dryers (in this case, this number is 
always $182,500).

If the hand dryers lasted for 10 years, savings would be:

500 uses per day:
- Known:  $6,956,575.01 in savings over the first 5 years
- 1825 days in the next 5 years



- 1825 / 44.928 days of hand dryings = 40.6205 cycles
- $182,500 x 40.6205 cycles = $7,413,241 savings in 5 years, post payback 

cycle
- Known + last # = $14,369,789.01
- Minus electricity cost for the additional 5 years:  $234,175
- Total Savings:  $14,135,614.01

300 uses per day:
- Known:  $4,084,865.00 in savings over the first 5 years
- 1825 days in the next 5 years
- 1825 / 74.88 days of hand dryings = 24.372 cycles
- $182,500 x 24.372 cycles = $4,447,890 savings in 5 years, post payback 

cycle
- Known + last # = $8,532,755.00
- Minus electricity cost for the additional 5 years:  $140,525
- Total Savings:  $8,392,230.00

100 uses per day:
- Known:  $1,213,255.00 in savings over the first 5 years
- 1825 days in the next 5 years
- 1825 / 224.64 days of hand dryings = 8.124 cycles
- $182,500 x 8.124 cycles = $1,482,630 savings in 5 years, post payback cycle
- Known + last # = $2,695,885.00
- Minus electricity for the additional 5 years:  $46,875
- Total Savings:  $2,649,010.00

25 uses per day:
- Known:  $136,457.50 in savings over the first 5 years
- 1825 days in the next 5 years
- 1825 / 898.56 days of hand dryings = 2.031 cycles
- $182,500 x 2.031 cycles = $370,657.50 savings in 5 years, post payback 

cycle
- Known + last # = $507,115
- Minus electricity for the additional 5 years:  $11,700
- Total Savings:  $495,415

Shorthand, plus the savings rate per year of each additional hand dryer:
- For 500 uses per day, the U of A would save $14,135,614.01.

o At this rate, over the course of 10 years, each additional hand dryer 
added would save (total / 500) $28,271.23.

- For 300 uses per day, the U of A would save $8,392,230.00.
o At this rate, over the course of 10 years, each additional hand dryer 

added would save (total / 500) $16,784.46.
- For 100 uses per day, the U of A would save $2,649,010.00.

o At this rate, over the course of 10 years, each additional hand dryer 
added would save (total / 500) $5,298.02.

- For 25 uses per day, the U of A would save $495,415.00.
o At this rate, over the course of 10 years, each additional hand dryer 

added would save (total / 500) $990.83.



Each single year of savings (corresponding total above / 10), post payback cycle:

- For 500 uses per day, $1,482,648.20.
o At this rate, each additional hand dryer added would save (total / 500) 

$2,965.30.
- For 300 uses per day, $889,578.00.

o At this rate, each additional hand dryer added would save (total / 500) 
$1,779.16.

- For 100 uses per day, $296,526.00.
o At this rate, each additional hand dryer added would save (total / 500) 

$593.05.
- For 25 uses per day, $74,131.50.

o At this rate, each additional hand dryer added would save (total / 500) 
$148.26.

Conclusion:

Clearly, with their 5 year warranty, even after factoring in hypothetical costs of electricity 
and of retrofitting the facilities, World Dryer’s Airforce hand dryers, when compared to 
paper towels, are the more cost-effective solution.  The following numbers are based on 
excessively high energy costs.  Also, these numbers do not include the additional trash 
disposal costs paper towels require.  Integrating both of these would increase the 
savings values.  So,

- If a box of 4000 paper towels costs $26;
- If the university buys 500 Airforce hand dryers at a total cost, including shipping, 

of $182,500 and replaces 500 paper towel dispensers with them; 
- If each hand dryer requires $80 worth of labor to install ($20/hr for 4 hours);
- If the cost of electricity is $0.14/kWh;
- If each hand dryer is used, on average, either 25, 100, 300, or 500 times per day 

(and anywhere in between; these values would be estimates, though always 
higher than the minimum value calculated);

- And excluding general maintenance fees (which are known to be nominal with 
hand dryers, but would decrease the following values very slightly);

Then switching to Airforce hand dryers will save the University of Arkansas at least 
136,457 dollars and as much as 6.9 million dollars over the course of the first 5 
years.  Over the course of 10 years, these values expand to at least 495,000 dollars, 
and could soar up to 14.1 million dollars.  We can expect savings of anywhere from 
$74,131.00 to $1,482,648.00 per year after the payback cycle.  Per year, after the 
payback cycle, each additional hand dryer added would save anywhere from $148.27
to $2,965.30.

---------------

Airforce hand dryer shipping estimates:
For one:  $16.23
For two:  $21.27
For three:  $26.08



For four (splits into 2 packages):  $45.06
For 5:  $50.06
For 6 (splits into 3):  $66.66
For 7:  $72.39
For 8:  $77.46
For 9 (splits into 4):  $95.28
For 10:  $100.12
For 11:  $104.32
For 12 (splits into 5):  $122.25
For 13:  $127.75
For 14:  $131.60
For 15 (splits into 6):  $150.18
For 16:  $154.92
For 17 (splits into 7):  $173.04
For 18 (45.54 lbs per box):  $176.96
For 19 (48.06 lbs per box): $182.56
For 20 (44.25 lbs per box; splits into 8):  $200.24
For 21 (46.45 lbs per box):  $204.40
For 22 (48.65 lbs per box):  $208.64
For 23 (45.20 lbs per box; splits into 9):  $227.52
For 24 (47.16 lbs per box):  $232.38
For 25 (49.11 lbs per box): $236.88
For 26 (45.96 lbs per box; splits into 10):  $252.80

The trend suggests one would pay approximately $10 per hand dryer.

One more place to purchase Airforce hand dryers, this time for $279.99 apiece; 
and they give free shipping:

http://cgi.ebay.com/New-World-Hand-Dryer-Excel-Dry-Time-Commercial-
Restroom_W0QQitemZ200322700957QQcmdZViewItemQQssPageNameZRSS:B:SRC
H:US:101

There appears to be no guarantee that they’d have enough to supply the entire 
university [at this moment (5:05 PM on Apr. 4, 2009), they have 34 units available], but 
taking a few from such suppliers would certainly ease the cost of entry, not to mention 
shorten the payback cycle.

Xlerator by Excel:

$440 to $540, depending on the model

They have a 5-year manufacturer warranty.

This site also offers contractor discounts (which I assume the U of A would qualify for if 
they bought a bunch) and free 2-day air shipping.

Source:

http://handdryer.com/xlerator_hand_dryers.htm?gclid=CMjCoYv-

http://handdryer.com/xlerator_hand_dryers.htm?gclid=CMjCoYv-wJkCFSUhDQodGScMug
http://cgi.ebay.com/New-World-Hand-Dryer-Excel-Dry-Time-Commercial-Restroom_W0QQitemZ200322700957QQcmdZViewItemQQssPageNameZRSS:B:SRCH:US:101
http://cgi.ebay.com/New-World-Hand-Dryer-Excel-Dry-Time-Commercial-Restroom_W0QQitemZ200322700957QQcmdZViewItemQQssPageNameZRSS:B:SRCH:US:101
http://cgi.ebay.com/New-World-Hand-Dryer-Excel-Dry-Time-Commercial-Restroom_W0QQitemZ200322700957QQcmdZViewItemQQssPageNameZRSS:B:SRCH:US:101


wJkCFSUhDQodGScMug

[up to 90 decibels]

Blast by the Comac Corporation:

$535 per unit.

http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?
main_page=product_info&cPath=1_2_38&products_id=46&zenid=11e4537d6ccb2fd013
04ab9009d696eb

[pricier than the others, but extraordinarily durable (cast iron casing).  It also has the 
fastest drying time of them all, at 10 seconds.  They use 1450 watts, and have a 10 year 
warranty, effectively doubling the warranty offered by any other company.  I can’t find 
how loud it is, however.  Judging by its name, I anticipate some prodigious 
explosiveness.]

For More information, specs and such:

http://products.construction.com/manufacturer/Comac-Corporation-NST151661/overview

Airblade by Dyson:

This one doesn’t seem to be available in the US yet, and it’s prohibitively expensive 
(approx. $1047 per unit), but its spec sheet gives an excellent graph demonstrating the 
cost savings per year of hand dryers in general:

http://www.greendepot.com/greendepot/assets/images/docs/DysonAirblade_Brochure.p
df

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Need more information:

How many hand dryers would the U of A need?  (for calc purposes, I assume 500)

How much do they cost to install (I surmise this is based on the hourly pay of those who 
do the installation, the challenges the installation process would present, the disposal of 
waste products from the installation, etc.)?  (I guessed $80/unit)

What would the installer have to do to convert a restroom equipped to offer paper towels
to one that runs exclusively on Xlerator or Airforce dryers? [this is essentially a more 
specific version of the previous question]  (there’s a smidge on this below)

Once we get this info, how long would it take to zero out the investment in Xlerators or 
Airforce dryers, basically to begin saving some dough (which we won’t be using for 
bread making, considering its metaphorical nature)?  (we can now get these values; 
they are based primarily on number of times used, on average, per unit)

http://www.greendepot.com/greendepot/assets/images/docs/DysonAirblade_Brochure.pdf
http://www.greendepot.com/greendepot/assets/images/docs/DysonAirblade_Brochure.pdf
http://products.construction.com/manufacturer/Comac-Corporation-NST151661/overview
http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=1_2_38&products_id=46&zenid=11e4537d6ccb2fd01304ab9009d696eb
http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=1_2_38&products_id=46&zenid=11e4537d6ccb2fd01304ab9009d696eb
http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=1_2_38&products_id=46&zenid=11e4537d6ccb2fd01304ab9009d696eb
http://handdryer.com/xlerator_hand_dryers.htm?gclid=CMjCoYv-wJkCFSUhDQodGScMug


Do hand dryers present any health issues?  (From what I have read, they are generally 
much more sanitary if used properly!  People tend to think they’re too slow compared to 
paper towels; they haven’t been acquainted too widely with modern versions, though.)

How much energy (in kWH) would all the hand dryers on the campus use per year?  
This would depend on their wattage.  (one can find, or calculate, the answer using the 
above equations)

A follow-up question:  how much time would one (preferably accurately) estimate all of 
the hand dryers on the campus would use per day or month or year?  (I made 4 
estimates:  25, 100, 300, and 500.)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Why Hand Dryers?

A fantastic (I no longer think so; more below) breakdown of why to go with hand dryers:

http://www.katom.com/blog/of-interest/26/bobrick-savings

My response to this entry:

Good day!  

I noticed some errors in here, and felt impelled to address them.

A few facets of your calculations are incorrect.  You made the error of treating cents like 
dollars (it’s basically a decimal issue, though a few hidden errors appear to mislead the 
numbers further).  For example, here’s one of the calcs you give:  “18.4 cents / 120 
drying cycles = .15 cents per hand drying application.”

 “.15 cents” is approximately 1/6th of a penny.  The next part, “Savings: 2.85 per drying 
application!” does not clearly state the units in use.  A clearer way to handle the 
calculation would be:  $0.184 / 120 drying cycles = $0.00153 per cycle.  This equates to 
“.15 cents,” but is much easier to use in formulae.  I believe this issue boggled the 
subsequent numbers.

Your overall conclusion, which demonstrates no calculations, is as follows:  “That’s an 
average savings of $350 per 1,000 hand dryings.”  This does not follow from the 
data.  I cannot determine how this conclusion was reached.  Consider the second datum
offered:  “A typical case of 2,400 multifold paper towels cost approximately $25.00.”  As 
you said, this accounts for “960 hand dry applications.”  Essentially, it costs slightly in 
excess of $25 dollars to dry one’s hands 1,000 times using the old, costlier method of 
paper towels.  Thus, it is impossible that one could save $350 on 1000 hand dries with 
an electric hand dryer.  This would mean that, per 1000 hand dries, the institution will 
miraculously receive approximately $324 per 1000 hand dries.  This does not logically 
follow.

A truer statement, though I haven’t done the calculations for this, would probably fall 
along the lines of “Each 1,000 hand dryings will save you about $17 dollars per installed 

http://www.katom.com/blog/of-interest/26/bobrick-savings


hand dryer.”  After considering product, electricity, and labor costs, this would likely be 
the case.

Please stick to the raw numbers.  Also, do not round too early.  You state that “$25.00 
per case / 960 hand dries per case = 3 cents per hand dry application.”  When I run 
these numbers, I end up with this:  $0.02604 per hand dry application.  Your early 
rounding costs you 13.2% accuracy [$0.02604 / $0.03000 x 100 – (-100)].  It also gives a
13.2% false impression of hand dryers’ savings.

I am totally with you on this pursuit.  I know hand dryers are the best route.  But, if we 
wish to convince anyone that hand dryers deserve a place in every location where hand 
drying is required, we have to remain rigorously truthful, accurate, and objective.

~Ryan

--------------

A beautimous resource.  It answers a slew of questions one might have.  This particular 
answer addresses concerns about installation; it seems to be easy, though it doesn’t 
give an estimate of how long it would take:

http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103318/0/how-can-i-safely-install-a-touchless-
hand-dryer/index.html

This section offers a few tips on why one may want a push-button hand dryer over a 
touchless version.  None of the reasons given appear to matter much for the U of A’s 
purposes, but it is worth considering (the two reasons:  (1) if the restroom is small, the 
sensor on the dryer could be tripped when someone is standing nearby, wasting 
valuable electricity; (2) sensor-based hand dryers are not designed to dry hair, as they 
do not have swiveling heads like many push-button hand dryers.):

http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103319/0/when-shouldn-t-i-install-touchelss-hand-
dryers/index.html

--------------

Concise plug for hand dryers:

“Throwing in the Towel for a Restroom Auto Dryer
Most people feel the same way about restroom auto dryers – that they don't do the job. 
Too often the process goes wash, dry in restroom auto dryer, and wipe excess moisture 
on pant legs. The new restroom auto dryers that are available on the market, however, 
have advanced calculations for power and heat to make a combination that actually gets
your hands dry – as good as paper towels. Buying restroom dryers has never been such
a good idea. If you are remodeling a restroom for your restaurant or gas station, you 
should think about throwing in the towel on paper and moving to a restroom auto dryer. 
The savings you will see over time are amazing when you consider that these units are 
often guaranteed for up to fifteen years. You will also be emptying far less garbage from 
your restrooms without the grossly overused paper towels of the past. Go with a 
restroom auto dryer, they do get your hands dryer today.”

http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103319/0/when-shouldn-t-i-install-touchelss-hand-dryers/index.html
http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103319/0/when-shouldn-t-i-install-touchelss-hand-dryers/index.html
http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103318/0/how-can-i-safely-install-a-touchless-hand-dryer/index.html
http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103318/0/how-can-i-safely-install-a-touchless-hand-dryer/index.html


http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103323/0/do-people-prefer-towels-or-a-restroom-
auto-dryer/index.html

--------------

An excellent resource:

http://www.cleanlink.com/sm/article/Will-Hand-Dryers-Blow-Away-Their-
%E2%80%98Green%E2%80%99-Competition--3364

Here’s a quote from this link, containing a highly valuable nugget: “[M]anagers can 
usually request testers or a prototype of the product to be placed in their facility 
to see how patrons react to it, and how efficiently it actually runs.”

“We usually test the product in our facilities,” says Everett McDonald, housekeeping 
supervisor of Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport. 

“We place [the dispensers] in one extremely busy area first to see how it performs before
we place it in other parts of the building.”

--------------

World Dryer(R) Hand Dryer Facts:

    -- Automatic dryers are durable and resistant. World Dryer(R) hand dryers
are vandal-resistant and durable under any circumstance. These dryers are
perfect for high-traffic, high volume areas.

    -- Hand dryers have cost savings benefits. As paper costs continue to
rise, electric hand dryers eliminate the need for paper towels. Hand
dryers usually pay for themselves within six months, compared to the
expense associated with paper towel use.

    -- Hand dryers are hygienic. Hand dryers have been proven to be the most
sanitary method to dry hands.

    -- Hand dryers are maintenance friendly. Electric hand dryers ease the
burden on maintenance staff. The use of paper towels involves constant
order, stocking, cleaning and disposal. Paper towels clog toilets, litter
floors and can be fire hazards. A school using 30 hand dryers saves one
ton, or 17 trees worth of paper towels per year.

    -- Automatic dryers are energy efficient. The production of paper towels
is twice as energy-intensive as the use of hand dryers and creates more
greenhouse gases. Over its lifetime, just one hand dryer will produce 3.0
tons less CO2 than the production of towels it replaces (4.6 tons vs 1.6
tons of CO2).

    -- Hand dryers are good for the environment. Paper towels can be made from
recycled paper, but cannot be recycled. They create millions of cubic feet
of waste in landfills. To make one ton of recycled paper, it takes 7,000

http://www.cleanlink.com/sm/article/Will-Hand-Dryers-Blow-Away-Their-%E2%80%98Green%E2%80%99-Competition--3364
http://www.cleanlink.com/sm/article/Will-Hand-Dryers-Blow-Away-Their-%E2%80%98Green%E2%80%99-Competition--3364
http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103323/0/do-people-prefer-towels-or-a-restroom-auto-dryer/index.html
http://publicrestrooms.lifetips.com/faq/103323/0/do-people-prefer-towels-or-a-restroom-auto-dryer/index.html


gallons of water, 158 million BTU's of energy and 60 pounds of pollutants
go into the atmosphere. The AirMax(TM) model is GreenSpec(R) certified and
can help your school qualify for LEED(TM) credits.

    About World Dryer Corporation: World Dryer(R) Corporation
(http://www.worlddryer.com/) has been in business since 1927 and is the
leading provider of electric hand dryers in the United States as well as
distributing automatic dryers to 80 other countries. The industry standard
has been set by World Dryer(R) with the introduction of Airforce(TM) fast
hand dryer. Electric hand dryers are durable, hygienic and environmentally
sound.

Source:

http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS183668+19-Feb-2009+MW20090219

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Installation Information

Here’s some potentially helpful information (from the installer’s side) about World Dryer’s
Airforce hand dryer:

“Airforce Dryer assembly to be housed in a die cast Aluminum housing finished in epoxy 
paint that is incorporated with SteriTouch® antimicrobial additive or housing finished in 
chrome plating. Motor shall be universal brush type operating at 34000 RPM and shall 
be thermally protected. Dryer shall be activated by an automatic active infrared sensor 
controlled by a circuit board with 1 second run-on time and 30 second vandal shut-off. 
Control board to have conformal coating. Dryer shall provide a 40° F temperature rise, 
and PC/ABS internal housing components to be V0 or V5 flame retardant. Hand dryers 
shall be listed under re-examination service of Underwriters Laboratories, Inc Patent 
Pending.”

Source:

http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=8
[link repeated above]

--------------

The following website briefly discusses the constructive requirements for installing 
Xlerators.  It also demonstrates the awesomeness of shopping around (as the dryers 
offered here are quite a bit more pricey than those available at the link above).  

The specifications are as follows:

Manufacturer's Specifications    

Dimensions: 11 3/4" W x 12 11/16" H x 6 11/16" D (298 mm W x 322 mm H x 170 mm D) 

http://prestigedistributioninc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=8
http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS183668+19-Feb-2009+MW20090219


Weight: 17 lb (7.7 kg)  

Construction: 

 Hand dryer cover shall be a one-piece, heavy-duty, rib-reinforced, die-cast zinc alloy. 
 It shall be lightweight, unbreakable, rustproof and all exposed surfaces shall be bright chrome 

plated or finished with chip-proof, electrostatically applied epoxy paint and fastened to a wall 
plate by two chrome plated tamper-proof bolts. 

 Hand dryer wall plate shall be equipped with three 7/8" (22 mm) diameter holes, one of which 
shall be suitable for use with surface conduit, for ease of wiring. 

 All internal hand dryer parts shall be coated according to Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. 
requirements. 

 Entire mechanism shall be internally grounded. 

Source:

http://www.supplylinedirect.com/item/maintenance/housekeepingcleaning/restroommaint
enance/xleratorsurface-mountedhanddryer/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Power Consumption Comparisons

The Xlerator appears to draw 1500 watts of power, compared to 2200 watts of older-
model competitors.

Source:

http://www.spec-net.com.au/press/1207/aoc_051207.htm

The Airforce, by World Dryer, draws 1100 watts of power.  This appears to be their latest 
model.

Source:

http://www.worlddryer.com/airforce.htm

Here is a listing of all of World Dryer’s products currently available:

http://www.worlddryer.com/Downloads/_catalogs/WD2009.pdf

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consider the information this source reveals:

http://agoraphilia.blogspot.com/2007/09/why-i-hate-restroom-hand-dryers.html

My response to this blog:

Good day, all!

http://agoraphilia.blogspot.com/2007/09/why-i-hate-restroom-hand-dryers.html
http://www.worlddryer.com/Downloads/_catalogs/WD2009.pdf
http://www.worlddryer.com/airforce.htm
http://www.spec-net.com.au/press/1207/aoc_051207.htm
http://www.supplylinedirect.com/item/maintenance/housekeepingcleaning/restroommaintenance/xleratorsurface-mountedhanddryer/
http://www.supplylinedirect.com/item/maintenance/housekeepingcleaning/restroommaintenance/xleratorsurface-mountedhanddryer/


Glen, you have delivered a well-worded rant against hand dryers.  I applaud your lucidity
and honesty.  Thank you.

That said, I feel compelled to post, for the environment and for people on both sides of 
the invective stream.

First, to all who let sharp words dominate their lexical blitzes, please refrain from 
insulting people.  This does absolutely nothing for the conversation.  If anything, it is anti-
conversational; people become offended, close off, and refuse to consider whatever 
reasonable portions your comment contains.  If your comment contains no trace of 
these, hindsight would likely deem it wiser to not make it.  Choose to preempt hindsight. 
(I couldn't resist the word play; I apologize if that's a little denser than it needs to be.)

Second, we have Xlerator hand dryers at the public library here in town, which happens 
to be a silver level LEED certified building.  Beside the dryers is posted a graph detailing 
their cost comparison to other paper towels.  1000 uses of paper towels, whether from 
virgin or recycled material, costs $20.  1000 uses of an Xlerator costs $0.50 (50 cents).

[According to this data,] they are 40 times more cost effective.  That's a plus from the 
consumer's side, certainly.

Environmentally speaking, planting trees with the intention of converting them to paper 
does not aid reforestation.  A forest is not a simple collection of trees; it includes a 
massive degree of biodiversity, both seen and unseen.  Well-manicured tree farms may 
provide occasional stopovers for traveling birds, or soil for some burrowers or microbes 
and fungi, but this will never achieve the raw dynamic of an untended forest allowed to 
reach that particular ecosystem's climax community.

A tree planted for harvest will never become an old-growth tree; it will not contribute to 
the long-term sequestration of carbon.  These trees are converted into disposable items,
which is a cradle-to-grave approach to resource management.  As well, as has been 
mentioned, producing hand towels requires a great deal of water and energy.  

Hand dryers can last for decades with proper maintenance, which means they only 
require the resources necessary to produce them that one time, and the comparatively 
small amount of parts to replace those within them that break or wear down.  They 
derive their drying power not from a resource that we must expend energy to produce 
(obviously, paper towels), but from the energy itself.

From this perspective, paper towels are like packets of energy made manifest.  If we cut 
out the middle man (aka the need to transport this energy a second time, where the first 
time was from the power plant to the paper processing facility), so to speak, we diminish 
a great deal of the waste in the hand-drying production stream.

If energy is all we need to worry about in the hand-drying realm, we have reduced the 
number of concerns from many (how to sustainably produce trees; what if we have bad 
years and they all die; how can we reduce the amount of energy needed to harvest, 
process, and transport these trees turned towels; etc.?) to very few (how can we reform 
the energy system to rely less on carbon and heavy/toxic-metal spewing inputs?), we 
have made great strides in finding the core solutions our environment needs us to find.



Options, though yet to become widely cost-effective, already exist to combat coal-based 
electricity.  If a hand dryer draws its output from a solar panel or wind turbine (or perhaps
nuclear, though substantiating the validity of this requires a book, which Gwyneth 
Cravens has so kindly written), coal's place in this equation immediately vanishes.

Preferences aside, as I can reason it given my current understanding, if we absolutely 
must continue relying on some form of hand-drying for society to hum along nicely, 
electric hand dryers like the Xlerator [or Airforce], and their less explosively vocal 
contemporaries and progeny, must continue to replace paper towels.

However, until toilet paper sees its next evolution, I must continue to advocate for it.  I 
highly recommend the options that come from 100% post-consumer content, like that 
offered by Seventh Generation, or the product Ultra Green makes available (this last 
which comes from 80% sugar cane fiber, which already figures prominently in the biofuel
market in Brazil).  I haven't fully explored Ultra Green, but their stuff is biodegradable 
and appears to be cool.

Hope that contributes to the conversation!  May many springs cause your steps to soar!

~Ryan
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